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U Sports Cost. $ 27 165
I

F0 r. 1949
'
- 50 Sch00 I Year
·

•

Athletics cost.. UNM .$27.,165.7()
during tht;l school ye:;1r of 1949-50,
!laid John PerQvich, acting comptroller, yest!lrday: He quoted from
the University's ftnanci&l report of
that year'
.
·
'.l'he total income for the year
Wl\S $107,806,48 and the expenditures, $134;972.24.
The expenditures last year" did
not includ!l athletic schola~;ships,
which were and still are included
with others issued by the Univt;lrsity, and coaching salaries.
·
This year the salaries o;f Dr.
J)udley DeGroot, head football
coa~h, Berl Huffman, athletic . director, R. H. Baysinger, football
line coach, Bob Titchenal, football
backfield coach, and Nota' Tixier,
secretary of intercollegiate athletics, are being paid out of the Athletic Association fund. '
Perovich sa1d the budget had
been raised this year to $142,000.
Of this sum, $110,0()0 will come out
of student fees and the rest is expected to come out of ticket sales,
gqarantees, and miscellaneous
sports income, said Perovich.
He added that most athletes receive scholarships that pay for
either all or part of their tuition
and fees. They also receive $65 a
montil for campus jobs which include, according to Huffman,

-NEWS- Y
SUM,MAR
World, National, State and Local

Rewritten from the Albuquerqu-= Tribv.tt.t
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"eleaning dressing rooms, taking
care of equipment, and cleaning the
athletic offices.'' Perovich claimed
he "didn't !mow !lXactly what they
··
did.''
Hufl'man add!ld that during offse:;1son the athletes usually didn't
even work the minimum of one hour
per day. But that during the sports
seasons, they sometimes worked
"all afternoon!'
Huffman estimated that. about 65
football and basketball athletes are
now receiving all or part o;J; tuition
and fees paid for by the athletic
scholarships.

· Pikes Win IM Track;
Sigs ·Are Tossed Out
At long last the Spring Intramural Track meet results have been
decided. At a meeting of the Intra. mural Council' Wednesday night,
· the last remaining question of Sigma Chi was finally settled. Sigma
Chi was dropped from the track
meet.
·
The council made their decision
on the grounds that it is the responsibility of the team managers
to make sure that their proper men
run, and not that of the field officials. The final results put Pi Kappa
Alpha in first place, NROTC in second; Phi Delta Theta third, and
Delta Sigma Phi fourth.

Dallas Store Gives
$950 Scholarship

Neiman-Marcus will offer a $950
scholarship for a year's tuition at
Julius Rosenberg, an electrical the Tobe-Coburn School of Fashion
engineer, and his wife Ethel were Careers in New Yo1·k City.
sentenced to death· in .the electric
· The award, to be made on the
chair for sending atomic secrets basis of written test topics and
to Russia during wartime. Their co- personal qualifications, is open to
conspirator, Morton Sobel!, an elec- womenunder. 30, who have complet.tronics engmeer, was given 30 years ed at least two years of college,
in, prison, the maximum penalty and who are residents of Texas,
short of dt;lath. The Rosenbergs are Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, or
the first persons ever sentenced to New Meltico, or who are enrolled i:n
dit;l for espionage by United States colleges in that area.
civil courts.
Applicants may secure contest
President Truman told a news rules, registration forms, and inconference that danger of a third formation of the Tobe-Coburn
world war is as great as it ever School by writing to the Tobe-Cowas. He said, however, he hopes burn Scholarship Secretary, Neithere will never be a World War man-Marcus, Dallas 1, Texas.
III and he is doing everything he
Contest forms are to be returned
can to prevent it. He would not to the store by April 15, at which
comment on Speaker Sam Ray- timE\ test topics will be sent. Combum's mesasge to the House Wed• pleted entries must be returned by
nesday except to say the speaker May 15, and announcement of the
is a truthful man.
winner will be made approximately
An American offensive slashed June 1.
towards the heart of the Reas•
The · scholarship will cover a
"iron triangle" where the majority year's tuition for the year 1951-52.
of troops are being massed for the The winner must assume her own
spring offensive by the Communist living and incidental expenses for
troops.
the year in New York City. Local
Draft Director Lewis B. Her~ judges selected by Neiman-Marcus
shey's deferment for college stu- will determine the six outstanding
dents will probably be scuttled by entries. Final selection will be made
the House, said Chairman Carl Vin- in New York by judges chosen by
son of the House Anned Services the Tobe-Coburn school.
Committee, Rep. Paul J. Kilday
(D., Tex.) said he will offer an
amendment to the pending draft Steinberg and Wechsler
bill to leave college defennents on
the present basis. Vinson said the Win Horseshoe Doubl·es
proposal is sound and predicted it
Gene Steinberg and Joe Wechs\vould be written into the bill.
)er won the intramural horseshoe
·State Police Chief Joe Roach has doubles competition, as they beat
told the Tribune that there will Denny Wiils and Ed Sobol. Phil
soon be new developments in. the Kennedy and Paul Roberts teamed
unsolved case of Cricket Coogler's up to beat Don Ratcliff and Bob ·
mysterious death. •A high-ranking Ryland for third place.
Republican official also said "there
The singles tournament is . still
definitely will be some changes going
on, with two more rounds .to
pretty soon" in connection wit)l the be completed.
case.
The strong New Haven Swim
club is listed as the favorite to
scoop up the honors of the National
AAU water carni\lal in Columbus,
Ohio. The New Haven team will. be
paced by John Marshall, Yale's
sensational swimmer from Austra·

·s·lgS Kappa s·,gs Top· Ford Company to Offer
·FiftyScholarshipAwards
Volleyball Play"offs
1

The pla¥ofl's for league cham·
pl.•ons have start. ed 1'n 1' ntr.am. ural
VQlleyball,
On tht;l first day of play Kappa
Sigma just managed to get by, with
a close win over Sigma Alpha Epsilon, SAE drQve Kappa Sig to the
wire in both their games, bqt they
. did not have enough drive to win.
The final scores were 15-12, 16-14,
in favor of Kappa Sigma.
Sigma Chi continued on its winning ways to beat Phi Delta Theta,
15-5, 15-6.
"
Sigma Chi is believed, by many
observers, to have one of the finest
volleyball teams th.at has been
around for a long time. The1·e should
be a good game . when they play
Kappa Sigma Friday night for the
league championship.
The non-fraternity league play.
oil's started last night, with the
J erboans playing the Crusaders
and Faculty playing the At;ne1•ican ,
Road Builders Association,
A.ll-U championship playoff will
take place Ap1·il 13, at 7:30 p. m.
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UNM's literary magazine, the Thunderbird, was suspend'ed
Friday by University administrative action, and its staff was
prohibited from working on student publications for one year.
The move took the form of a memorandum signed by Dr. 1
·Sherman E. Smith, director of student affairs, Dean of Men

·'

Elizabeth Waters will be presented in a solo dance concert tonight at 8:30 in Carlisle gym by the "
University Concert series.
The last concert of the current
season will feature Miss .Waters in
five new dance numbers for which
she did the choreography. The
modern dancer will interpret the
feelings of a young girl in a routine called "Oh, the Pain Of It."
Her "Magic" number will be done
to the music of the French compositor, Frederick Monpou; "Dance"
will be performed to a composition
by Roy HarHs; Lord Berners music
furnishes the ])ackground foi•
"Th1·ee Satires"; and "Pastorale"
is a dance interpretation of Bach's
music.
f'
Miss Waters will also appear in
one of her most popular repertoire
dance numbers, "Evermore," by Enrique Casella.
The UNM Modern Dance workshop will accompany the soloist in
some of her dance interpretations
on the drums, woodblock and peniElizabeth Waters
tente flute. The two pianos used in
, Bach's "Pastorale" will be played
by Ruth Young and June T1·ainer.
Manny Duran plays the trumpet
for Miss Waters' "Teenager" solo.
Miss Young is a drama instructor in Santa Fe, and holds an M.A.
degree in music from Boston Uni.
vel·sity.
Charles Laughton, who had
Miss Wate1·s designed the cosbeen scheduled to appear here
tumes for her recent dance recitApril 17, yesterday notified the
als. They were executed by Blanche
University that he would be unPatch.
able to speak on the campus on
Before joining the UNM staff,
that date.
Miss Waters toured Canada and
Arrangements are under way
this country from coast to coast
to have the noted actor speak here
with several professional dance
in 1\-lay. The exact date will be an·
companies,
nounced later.
She was formerly a dance inPersons who have purchased
structor at the University of North
tickets for his appearance may
Carolina, Bennington School of
receive refunds where they obDance, Duke University, Carnegie
tained the tickets.
·
Tecl!,.. University of Wisconsin and
the university of Arizona.

Dr. Wellck Gets Word
On Draft Test Rules
I

to dance tonight ·

Bulletins with full information on
,. the Selective Service College Qual• ification Test may be obtained at
the UNM Counseling and Testing
bureau, Dr. A. A. Wellck, bureau
head, said today.
Dr. Wellck said that the same
bulletins are available at all local
draft boards.
In general, any student who has
not reached his 26th birthday and ·
who is accepted as a regular enrollee by an accredited •college or
university is eligible to take the
tests.
Nine places in New Mexico, including all colleges and. universities, and Gallup high school, have
been designated as test centers for
the state.
Tests ar~ scheduled for May 26,
and ·June 16 and 30, Dr. Wellck said.
Permission to take the three-hour
examinations will be granted only
by the local draft boal;'ds.

Fraternity Houses
E. E. Students Tak.e Raided by Police

Laughton Cancels
UNM Performance A Prize With Paper
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Waters Will Present
5olo Dance Program
Tonight in UNM Series .

celebrating Arrow's· 100 Years
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THE NEW MEXICO

Tibo Chavez, lieutenant governor
of· New Meltico, will speak before
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People tonight in the SUB basement at 8:15..
Mr. Chavez, speaking on . the
"Proposed and Enacted Social Leg-·
islation of the 19th and 20th Legis.
lature," is sponsored by the University's chapter of the NAACP.
The guest speake1· will be introduced by Dr. Sherman Smith, .head
of UNM's Student Affairs.
Lt. Governor' Chavez se1-ved on
UNM's board of regents for four
years. As state senator from Belen, Mr. Chavez was one of the
leading advocates for fair practices in the state. 'He led the fight
against racial and religious discrimination and was the first
chairman of the New Mexico State.
Fair Employment Practices Com-·
mission. The address is open to the
public.
.

Not a single stitch to be seen
on the wide-spread collar,
cuffs· • , , • or down the cleancut front. Comes in white
with the Famous Van Heusen
"Comfort Contour"
collar styling.
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Tibo Chavez Speaks
To NAACP Society
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ners may select any approved .colThe Ford MotOl' company wil' lege ·or university. . · ·
award .50 tour-year scholarships to
,Applicants will • be required to
take the Scholarship Aptitude test,
r~n~h~n~~s~u~~llJSl!~~afUS~k.;.~~ which
is given lit the College Examship comp~tition,· ;Hem:y Ford II · ination board. ·.
announced .recently,
· '
Contrary to popular belief, small
Sons and 'daughtel'S. o:( dead or
l'etired five-year employees are also crqstacean marine life will not become unpalatable if brought ·to a
eligible for the scholarships.
· The. scholarships wHI cover tui- tem·p· e. ra. t.ure. o.f 10() degrees ct;lntition, customary fees, and part of grade in liCJ.Uid petroleum derivathe studllnt'~ living e~p~nses. Win- tive.
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Donnelly Appointed
·To Hoover Commission
Dean Thomas C. Donnelly of the
College of Arts and Sciences is one
of seven state appointees to the
newly-formed Little H:oover· commission for New Mexico.
The commission, established by
the last legislature, will . propose
new ways of streamlining the state
government. Dean Donnelly will
represent practical and theoretical
government knowledge,
;,

Former Newsman
To Speak. Tonight

Dr. Herrick Young, chairman of
the New York City International
House association; will speak to
members of the Press club tonight.
His talk, tonight at 7:30 p. m. in
the Journalism newsroom, is sponsored by the Campus Conference on
:Religion.
Dr. Young was a United Press
correspd'ndent in the Far East for
several years.
,

''An •Improved Voltage Regulator," a paper written by Peter Za·
gone and Thomas Panicello in the
elect1ical engineering department,
won second prize at the West Texas-New Mexico convention of the
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers April 5 at Las Cruces.
The winners of the Las Cruces
convention will compete in the
se\len-state Southwestern District
convention of the A.I.E.E. to be
held at the University of Texas.
Seniors in the UNM electrical
engtneering department Won first
place i'n the A.I.E.E. Southwestem
convention last year.

Albuquerque police 1·aided six
UNM fraternity houses with search
warrants Friday as part of a citywide 'search for slot machines.
University students voluntarily
took two machines to police headquarters and were not charged with
their possession.
.
George Prestell was caught with
three of the gambling devices in
the 1700 block of East Roma. Pres·
tel1 is not connected with. the University.

Sig Eps Have
Apache Dance

An "Apache" dance was given by
Sigma Phi Epsilon Saturday night.
The chapter house was decorated
to look like a French waterfront
Brigadier General John S. Mills, dive.
Entertainment consisted of an
head of the special weapons division
at Kirtland field, will address mid- interpretation of "Slaughter on
Tenth Avenut;l/' . given by Bill
shipmen and air force cadets in the Ritchie,
Dusty Rhoades, and Ann
Science Lecture hall Thursday.
satire on "Slaughter on
Denton.
A
Gen. Mills' topic will be "An Of- .
fleer's Moral Obligation to His Tenth Avenue" was presented by
Service and Country." The midship- several of the fraternity members.
men and cadets will use theh· regular drill periods to attend the general's lecture from 11 a. m. to noon. Eight Medals Are Stolen

Middies and Air Cadets
To Hear Brig. Gen. Mills

From NROTC Display

KOREA WILL NOT BE SCENE OF WORLD WAR THREE
"Korea Will Not be the Scene of
a Thh•d World War/' Dr. Karlis
Leyasmeyer; outstanding authority
on. communism, said today. Now
lecturing at the University uniler
the sponsorship of the Conference
on Religion, Dr. Leyasmeyer spent
33 years behind the Iron Curtain
observing the "new rule."
"In oraer to be successful in a
world war," he said, "Russia must
first fight the United States on
Amarican soil." He added that if
Russia t;nakes the mistalte of start·
ing a war in Korea America will
have time to 1•ebuild her defenses,
and with time on her sid~, America
will win the war.
The actions in Iran and Korea1
he said, are just "feinting blows'
to wound the hount1·y a little more
and weaken it.
Born in Latvia 46 :years ago, Dr.
· Leyasnteyer and his . parents were
caught in the \91 't Russian revo-

Iution and Were in the USSR propel'
until 1919. During that time his
fathet· and two sisters died from
the famine which stl'Uck all o:f
Russia, "The rest . of us surVived
oni:v, by eating rotten straw," he
said.
In 1919, his mother country, Latvia, became the free a11d independent Latvia, and his family struggled back to their home. Untill939,
he. said,' Latvia and R11ssia lived
side by side ·"as the United States
and Canada" and he had opportunity to .observe Communist rule .
After Russian armies moved into
Latvia he and other leaders of the
small 1Jountry were condemned to
die 'on trumped-up charges of
tl'easbn.. Sentenced to die before a
firin~ squad, he escaped only by
contJ11Qously reasse1·ting his innocence. telieved from the firing'
squad he was taken to be tortured
until he pleaded guilty. They tor-

tnred him for an hour and a half;
he continued to plead innocence.
At the last moment, he said, a
guard let him and two others escape.
·
While he was hiding in Latvian
fo1·ests; German . armies marched
into the country. Until19{4 he was
under German rule.
ln 1944 he and other intellectual
leaders were sent to Germany as
forced laborers. He was sent to a
sawmill where he stayed until liberated by Allied armies .in 1945.
H:e has been in this country fol'
21 months. Because of his knowl- ·
edge of the Communist methods,
he has. been in demand throughout
the nation and has given talks to
colleges and universities.
Dr. Leyasmeyer will give four
lectures here. Each evening at 7:30
p. m. he will talk in the Science
Lecture hall.

Eight medals were stolen from
an NROTC display case in the stadium Sunday night, Captain A. M.
Granum reported yesterday.
The thieves broke into the case
by removing the hasp which locked
it. Campus :police al'e investigating
the incident.

Muench Gets Choir Job
Paul Muench, UNM graduate student from Las Vegas, has been appointed· choir director at Trinity
Methodist church.
Muench, active in music programs, was piano soloist in UNM's
recent Spring Concert, :pr~sented by
the concert liand.

WEATHER
Partly cloudy •and windy today
with widely scatte1•ed showers this
a£tel'l10on. Clearing and cooler tomorrow.

Howard V. Mathany, and Lena C.
Clauve, dean of women. University
Pre$ident Tom L. Popejoy added
See Official Statement, Page Three
the words "I concur" at the end oi'
the memorandu{n.
The action came as a result of
the cover of the Thunderbird's
March issue distributed last Thursday. On it was the phrase "Man
will never be free until the last
king is strangled with the entrails
of the last priest." The statement
was falsely attrib11ted to Louisa
May Alcott.
Canceling the May issue of the
Thunderbird, the order ends . the
jobs of the magazine's editor, Edward Abbey; George D'Alonzo, its
business manager, and Staff Members Warren Kiefer, Bob Riddle,
Pat Yenney, and Dana Bodie.
Kiefer was elected Thunderbird
editor for ne~t year at a meeting
of the Publications board Thursday,
and the new action will scratch his
name from the post.
Immediately after seeing the
cover Thursday, Dr. Smith said, he
phoned , the University printing
plant and ordered the issue held.
Thund.erbi:rd staffers called Dan
Minnick, plant manager, and received what they said was a noncommittal answer. They then talked
plant employees into releasing the
copies. The Thunderbird began
campus distribution at 1 p. m.
Thursday.
The matter became an issue at
the Publicatfons board meeting that
afternoon, when Dr: Smith said that
See Editorial
his action was not a ban. He said
it was a bid for time in which to
talk with the magazine's staff.
"It is our opinion," Friday's
memorandum states, "that the publication of the March Thunderbird
represents at best a complete dis·
regard for discretion and will reflect adversely on the prestige and
standing of the University. ·
"The Thunderbird has long been
an occasional source of embarrassment to many students and friends
of the University," the memorandum goes on. "Whatever its literary
me1;its, it has frequently falle~
short of the common standards of
good taste," the order says.
Of the distribution of the magazine, the memorandum comments,
"This action constituted a breach of
·faith and a violation of the confidence o:E the staff or the printing
plant, which has always extended
the 'freedom of the plant' to the
staffs of student publications."
The memorandum calls for a reconsideration of the Thunderbird
next fall, when student publications
will be governed by a revamped
Publications board under the new
student constitution.
Thunderbird staff members declined comment on the memorandum.
. Kiefer may still write his column
in the Daily Lobo, Dr. Smith said,
since columnists are considered as
contributors and not staff members.
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Hibben Is Speaker

.I

.'I

Dr. Frank C. Hibben, professor of
anthropology, will be guest speak·
el' at the last Panhellenic luncheon
of the. season, to be held Saturda,y
at 12:45 in the Alvarado hotel ballroom. His topic will be' ''Early New
Mexico.''
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Call Goes Out for Talent

'I

All persons interested in per•
forming in tht;l Fiesta talent show,
May 12, were asked today to con•
tact Hank Parkinson or Jim Woodman, Fiesta co-chairmen, at the
Phi Delta Theta house or 2·0949,
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Theta Election Names
Bennett As President
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THE NEW .MEXICO

DAILY·
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Pui>Ushed 'l.'uesda)' thn>ug"h Ji'ri~aY of th~ re~tular collece year, except during bolido.ya
and examination pe:riQds bY the' Aseo~lated Student& of the University of New Mexico.
Entered as ~econd 'elaas Jnatte> at the l'o•t ofl!ce, Albq.querque, August l, 1918, under
the act of March 8, 1879, Printed bY the Vniversitf Prlntinll Plant. Subscription rate,
$4~50 per s~::hoQl year~ payable in a.dva.nce.
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• .Voice ol the Stuc/ents

God Help America

Dear Editor:
We the under~igned wish to make
the following comments on the latFlditorial and Busin<~ss o6111e in the Journalism -building.
Tel. a-552S est issue of the Thunderbird. We
ii-f{gbt Van De.usen ,.................., .................. ~.........................., ........ :······;E~,~tor believe that if this issue is a specil Wade .................................................................................. Managmg Ed1tor men of creative .and intellectual
writing on this campus then its
Phil G.od;fried .....: ..................,...............,................................. Business M1mager about time it came to a screeching
Bob Kayne .....................................................................,.:•. Circulation Manager halt. We can not by any means jusJack Gill .............:..........................:...., .......,................. Night Editor this Issue tify the pseudo-intellectual garbage '
appealling under its title.
. To b!il more specific, we would
N.PMI!:fiiENT•Q FOR NATIQN ... L AP\I'IIiRTI81N(J •Y
' lil'e to mention the quotation· apNq.tional Advertising Service, Inc.
pearing on the cover of the current
~~'1•11• P11blisbers Jeepresmllllive
issue.
If the editors believe this to
•:zo l!IA<>Js<>N Av•.
N•w YoR~<:, N. v.
be appropriate then all we can say
CHICA40 • 80Sf011 • &.os AftG•!LI• • S-4.1 F•AIICII(:O
it; that we can't see it•. Not being
gifted with Mr. Abbey's intellectual genius we are forced to conclude
that it is in extremf;lly bad tast(l.
In Mr. Abbey's story on page nve
there
a little aside in which the
The Thunderbird, student literary magazine, is no more, :P~blication authoris ~cbieves
zenith of his
of the magazine and its staff were suspended by the administration after creative thought.the
However,
being.
ti?-e Ma!ch issw~ appeared Thurs_day ~earing on its cover .the epitome of only peons we get the impression
dtsgustmg and 1jJ-chosen "quotatiOns.'' To many the administrative action
his little wittil!ism rankles
will pe considered the biggest boon to UNM in the last decade .. The Thun- that
the smell of rotted eggs.
derbird h1,1s never been the most popular thing on campus with the stu- with
If this is "pleasant reading for
dent body at large. To some of the more liberal few of the literate, exmembe~ of the family" then
tinction of the T-Bird species will constitute•a great toss. ·And there will every
God
help
the· families of America.
be many to whom the suspension will not particularly matter.
ln conclusion, we don't think that
THE "QUOTATlON"
the Thunderbird is entitled to our
~he UNM decisi!>n. concerning the publication, first of all, can not be
.support, Also, we wish to
considered censorship many sense of the word. The action, taken Friday, financial
congratulate
the editor of the Lobo
was the post-publication result of a statement which had already been for his magnificent
and straightprinted and circulated, Any editor or publisher must be prepared to take forward editorial stand
on this
the ~onsequences o~ anything be a!lows to al!pear in print. Had the Thunderbird been the usual commerc1ally pubhshed sort of magazine and issue. ,
Dick Carroll
used a like bit of material on its cover, it would undoubtedly also had been
Joseph J. Ferro
forced out of existence by a withurawal of advertising and subscriptions
Tom Sisneros
~f course,_ it .is inconceivable how the Thunderbird editor could hav~
John
Schnedar
cons1dered prmtmg such a statement. To say the very least it was a ·
Albert
P. Weinar
liberal expression of free thinking. Editor Ed Abbey said he considered
Alfred
Barrack
the "9pote" to, be h!Jmprous. Without doubt. be intended the statement to
Lo~is H. Faucher
be a 'shocker,' be~tevmg the subtlety of h1s humor would sink in later.
No matter what hiS personal beliefs may be, Abbey should realize that
no ,one has the right to take indiscriminate pot-shots at d<;!ep-seated moral
T~aring the Entrails
behefs, whether th~y be of a majority, or a minority group. This is not Dear Editor:
~ say that such .thmgs as religion may not be critici;~ed. A critic of reli''Man will never be free until
giOn, or of llnYthmg else, should thoroughly explain and justify any stand
"
. he may take. One glib statement, such as that on the Thunderbird cover
Among democratic peoples there
can not be called criticism; it was nothing more nor less than a slam ' sometimes
exists a desire for some
Knowing Abbey to believ~ in the freest form of 4emocr8:cy, we can'not abstract :freedom
which could have
help but note that he has violated one of the cardmal prmciples uf our no existence in fact.
is a desire
democracy: re~igious ft;eedom and toleranc':. The statement he'pJ:inted on to be free to do as oneItpleases,
unthe cover of his magazme represents, m thts day, the supreme in bigotry , hampered by any controls. HoW•
against a certain form of religion.
'
obviously, no one individual'
Abbey has sai,d he intended no particular slap at anyone with his covel' ever,
can enjoy any freedom unless all
state~ent; he Said I?-e o!llY intended to b': fUIJny. Something every writer
act under certain rules.
or editor must reahzll ls that once a thmg 1s published its meaning is individuals
Just as the enlightened king (or
whatever the readers take it to be from the face value of the statement
increases individual freeThe.editor or author's intention is lost or ignored unless that intention i~ congress)
dom of movement by limiting the
clearly explained and contained within-the writing
aetion of all individuals, so does
So tber!'l will be no question about what we me~n here, let us say we the
,priest. increase freedom . from
,
most certamly•condemn the publication of Abbey'S quote.
fear
by explaining to men that
. THE SUSPENSION
they cannot understand. For
N <!W to the administr8:tiv'; actiqn taken in the matter. Four orders which
some
this
explanation comes from
wer.e 1ssued: 1. That pub!tca~ton of the magazine be suspended. 2. That the scientist.
But who is to say that
al~ ~ts staff members lie dlsmtssed. 8. That present staff members are inhe
who
listens
to the priest is
eligible to :vork on any ~tudent publication for a year. 4, That publication
of ~be T;;B~rd be reconsidered next fall when it and other student publi- wrong, and he who clings to science
cations Will be governed by a reconstructed publications board under is right? Not I.
.When "the ~ast }dng is stra~gled
the new student constitution.''
No one can deny that they are broad and sweeping. They are quite With the entrails of the last pr1est/'
clearly intended to be a poignant University apology to everyone who men will no longer be able to pre•
diet the actions of their fellow man,
W!!-S off.ended by the stat~Jment. There is no doubt that implications conbut
will be living in a state of chaos
t!uned m the statement. a,re con~rary to the best interests of the Univerand frenzy, For in a dynamic,
SI~y, and that .s<!me d~ctstve action on the m!ltter should be :forthcoming
from the admmtstrat10n. M9st student publications· dedicate themselves growing society, there never comes
to the benefit of the students and the University. The Thunderbird was· a time when individuals, by theml'!elves, can resolve all their conapparently not so dedicated this year.
On the whole, however, the administrative order is making many suf· flicts and fears.
Robert Warren Stark
fer the consequences of one man's actions. We doubt very seriously that
that portion _of the students' activity ticket fee which would have paid
for the May 1ssue of the magazine (ten cents) will be refunded.
A Specific Target
The several members of the staff, who are now unable :for the )lext
The old French revoluti.-ary
rear to work on a_ny UNM publication, had nothing to do with the printmg of the offendmg statement. Why should they be made to take the slogan which appeared on the cover
brunt of a lack of integrity and literary .sense on the part of their editor? of the March Thunderbird was not
One of these was elected last week to edit the Thunderbh·d next year. We the product of whimsicality; it was
know !te ha_d plans for the magazine which, if nothing more, would have a well-justified response to a con~ade 1~ of ,ntt':rest to nearly every segment of the student body. We con- crete situation. Repeated now, in a
situation far more complex, it has
sider h1s dJsmtssal a clear-cut loss.
,Co11;ld i.t be. that this pe~alization of the staff members is a result of net one but several planes of sigthetr d1strib'!-tn~g the magazme af~r the ?irector of student affairs"called nmcance. It is intended to shock;
the therapeutic value of a sudden
th~ UNM pr1ntmg plant to delay c1rculabon of the magazine and ndt the
violent
disturbance is well known,
editors ~hemselves? We am;eE;! that they, considering it pr~-publication
both in cases Of sick individuals
cens!lr~hip, _bucked the administrative <!rder, but we feel, too, that s·aid
and sick societies. 1t is intended to
~dmmistrative order shoulU have been dtrected to them-not to the printamuse, not everyone, of course, nor
mg plant.
even
very many, but all of those
Something to be noted 'is the fact that the Thunderbird staff itself was
a!Uong the l!lst to ~ear th,!l-t th!IY and tl].eir ~agazine were no more. They with the wit to perceive the absurd·
dld not recewe officml notification of this untJl yesterday. Simple courtesy iW a!!d incongruity. of . such a
should demand t):lat they be the fit;st to learn of such an occurrence, And grand10se retort glanng from the
to. t!Jose who m1ght say the 'I'-B1rd staff was not courteous about the cover o:£ a harmless little pamphlet
Ilke the Thunderbird. Most imporortgtnal delay order, we say, "Two wrongs never made a right.''
In short we feel t~at the administration's action should have affected tant of all, the quotation is intend·
ed to instruct, to draw attention
only one person-.E.d :Abbey-for the <1fl'ense was his, and his alone.
As for the abolishment of the May T-Bir~, we would be the first to to the alarming.growth of authori•
!l;gree that for the past few y!lars the magazme has been lousy and of tarianism, and to suggest a means
httle va~ue to, anyone. But we are forced to ndmit that a literary-magazine and a condition b:,r which man can
as. such JS of tmportaJ!ce to an institution of higher education. We feel the regain his personal liberty. The
wba)', to ~mprovi! our hterary magazine and make it worth while is not to quotation is metaphorical (jn part),
the terms s:,rmbolic. For "king'' you
a ohsh 1t.
·
may substitute dictator, general, laUNM PRESS FREEDOM
Does all this constitute a danger. to future press freedom at bor czar, draft director, big busiUN.NMo'?w'
. e hav~ agt·eed. that the ad~in1stration wns wholly justified in nessman; for "priest'' you may
tnkmg 'I'so~e actwn agalrist the publicatiOn of that, obnoxious statement ·substitute commissar,. evangelist,
on the -Bird cover. But, frankly, we can not answer our question Much director of student affairs, FBI
thepends upon ,ho~. the puhlicat!ons bo,ard is chartered next year' under ruler, movie columnist, Henry
• e. new cons~Itutwn. We ~o gtve notice, howevel", that now, since this Lu~e; for "strangled" and "entratls" you may substitute "demo·
mci~ent., the members of this newspaper's stat!' and those on other student
publications ate doubly on guard to protect their editorial freedom, wvd cratic processes.'' In any case, the
general import remains th!l same.
However, in selecting th(! quotrttion as an introduction t() the contents of the March 'Thunderbird, I
had in mind a. specific target-the
Roman Cathohc Church.
Why the Church?' Whit not StaCmdr. John :0. Moss will bll on receive a degree within 120 days. lirtist
Communism? Why not the
the campus today through Thurs- You must,.be classined 1-A or 2-A Protestant
churches? The answer
day to interview those interested and. must have c;ompleted mathe- to the second
question is too well
in commissiona in the Navy.
!Uatlcs through trigonometry either known. to need ~urther elqbotntion;
You may apply fol:' a commission m college or secondary school.
the tbtrd question has no easy anH you are lietween 19 and · 25, a . For further information see swer. The tyrann;v' of :Protestantgraduate student or one who will Russell K. Sigler.
ism on a loeal level is common
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,Daily Program

'

TUESPAY ~Housemothers meet. ing1 2:30 p. m. in T-26.
Commerce Council meeting, 3
p.m.
Sigma Delta Chi meeting, 7 p, m.
in the Journalism newsroom.
Alpha l{appa :Psi meeting, 7:30
p; m. in Yl-10. The pledge m!leting, 7 p. m. in Y1-9.
Club de An)la meeting, 7:80p.m.
in the SUB basement lounge.
Delta Sigma :Pi meeting, 7:80 p,
m, in the SUB north and south
lounges. .,
Press club meeting, 7:80 p. m. in
the Journalism newsroom.
UNM Forensic Society meeting,
S:l(i p. m. in B1-l,
University Program Series: Elizabeth Waters dance recital, 8:30
p. m. at. Carlisle Gym,
Campus Conference on Re}igion:
7 p. m., breakfast for leaders and
campus committee;
·
8 a, m. to 12 noon, and 1 to 8
p. m., classroom· appointments
and pe1·sonal conferences;
12 noon, faculty luncheon;
4 to 5.:15 p. m., meeting of sem.

~p.owledge, but fort';ln.~~ely for ~~ee

men, the internal dlV!sions, the m·
numerable warring sects of Protestantism, prevent it from becom•
jng a satisfactory menace on a natiop.al or international level. Su~h
is not the caae with the Cathohc
Church; it is a well-organized, disci:pUned, hieral'chical institution
and its power is l'ecognized and
feared . . . by other authorities,
for el(ample, our owrt University
Administration. Tile trouble is that
too map.y people are unwilling or
:r,etuctant to see the catholic Church
for what it really is-the common
enemy of free minds everywhere.
If anyone seriously doubts this, let
him consider the case of the strangled Thunderbird. '
The charges of "bad taste" and
"irresponsibility" brought agajnst
the Thunderbird'~ editol' we1·e of
course• anticipated, but the problems involved are curious and complex. What is meant by "bad taste?"
C11n taste be stretched upon a spectrum and marked off in degrees? If
so, when does it become "bad?" If,
as is more li}>ely, taste and decorum are judgments relative to the
point of view, which point of view
.shall be empowered to place Hmits
upon :freedom of expression?
Should any outlook have such power? The charge of irresponsillility
is based on the contention that the
average New Mexican will identify
a personal opinion expressed in a .
student publication with the policy
of the whole Univel'Sity. Such a
low estimate of the public intelligence is not flattering to the public
schools of New Mexico. And even
if true, should it bind the editor to
a policy of "no expression of heretical opinion?" Must ignorance
then be feared and respected?
. The University Administration's
handling of. the Thunderbird affair is gratifying to the extent that
it gives point to and proves the
point of my argument; otherwise,
it seems unduly harsh, hasty and
perhaps in "poor taste.'' Some ob, vious and flagrant· injustice is involved; :for example, there was no
"hearing," no "trial.'' The Thunderbird editor was given no opportunity to defend the magazine before the convened members of the
Administration. An injustice was
done the other members of the
Thunderbird staff; they can in no
way be accused of sharing in the
responsibility for what apf.eared
on and in the magazine. The ' guilt"
. is solely the editor's.
Under whatever sky, censorship
remains fundamentally the same.
No amount of re-labelling or renaming can conceal its own nature
and true intent. What can be done
about it? J1ead the Thunderbird.
To the friends who have stood by
me in this rather bizarre controversy, my thatfks.
Edward Abbey
(more on page 4)
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to

5:25 5:5.5 p.m., united worship;
6 p. m., house discussions.
Special meeting of Hillel, 8:15 in
Yl-3,
Lecture at Lobo Christian Fellowship, 7:80 p. m, in Science Lectm·e hall.
· ,
WEDNESDAY - Group of paintings by Ray111,ond Jon son will be
shown from 8:80 to 5:80 p. m. at
the Jonson gallery.
Mortar Board meeting, 4 p. m.
at the Alpha Delta Pi house.
A.Ph.A. (student branch) meeting, 5 p. m. in the Science Lecture hall.
Student Council meeting, fj p. m.
in the Student Council room.
Pi Tau Sigma meeting, 7 p. m.
in the Pi Tau Sigma library, M.E.
building.
·
Kappa Mu Epsilon meeting, 7:30
p. m. in room 14, Hadley hall.
Kappa Psi pledge meeting, 7:80
p. m. in the SUB north lounge.
Newman club meeti'llg, 7:80p.m.
at Aquin!ls hall, Newman center.
Phi Sigma Iota meeting, 7:80 p.
m. in 1·oom 22, Hodgin hall.
UNM Dames club btidge session,
7:30 p. m, in the SUB basement
lounge.
UNM Philosophy societ)7 meeting, 8 p. m. in the SUB south
lounge.
Campus Conference on Religion;
7 a. m., brealtfast for lenders and
campus committee;
8 a. m. to 12 noon, and 1 to 8
p. m., classroom appointments
and personal conferences;
~ to 5:15 p, m., meeting of semmars;
5:25 to 5:55p.m., united worship;
6 p. m,, house discussions.
Lecture at Lobo Christian Fellowship, 7:80 p. m. in Science
Lecture hall.
Fifty years ago women didn't
think of doing the things· the$ do
today, which is probably why they
didn't do them,

DAILY CROSSWORD
A<lROSS
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New office:rs for Kappa. A.lpha
. Theta ~orority were recently anpo'!-nced l;Jy Gyp~y J O· Bem1ett, pl;'~JSIdent.
·
,·
They are Andy Dinsmoor, vice
president; Jay Pettitt, cor!espond·
ing ~ecretary; Theres':'- Wagner, recordtng secretary; Juh\l Dorr, soci&l
chairman; Alpha Stidham, treasur·
er.
Mary Ann Mitchell and Nancy
Rhodes, senior and junior Panhel-'
lenic representatives; Vera Snyder,
parliamentarian; Ginny Hoffman,
!lditor; Mary l;ocke.Davis, archiVIst; Martha Mastellar, histori11n.
Shelby Jersig, marshal; Lo:is
Cox, chaplain; Barbara Goss, schol- ·
arsl;tip chairman; Jeanette Stanton,
'house manager; M11ry Ann Mitchell,
r!Jilh chai:sman; Jackie Cox, Associated Women Students; Nancy
Rhodes, women's recreational council; Julie Dorr, student senate.
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Back from the service on leave
are Jerre Cline, Kappa Sig, now in
the Air Corps, and Denny Allman,
:Phi Delt, in the Navy. It's great to
have both of the boys back.
The Chi Omegas we1·e entertained
at an open house last night by the
Sigma Chis-lots of fun.
The group of boys who went to
Tempe last weekend were Pikessorry,
Congratulations of Marge Funk·
· hauser, Pi Phi, who was crowned
queen of the first Pi KA Garnet
and Gold ball Saturday night at the
Fez club. Her attendants were
Dorothy Dollahon, Pi Phi, and
Olivia Smith, Kappa.
This religious week on campus is
a morally· good and beneficial idea
:for UNM. I hope many of the
students will wholeheartedly take
part in it and that they will end
the week in a bettet frame of mind.
Betty Jean :Bourbonia, A Chi 0,
was here over the weekend on her
annual visit to Albuquerque. Betty
Jean is Grand Worthy Advisor fm;
Rainbow Girls in New Mexico.
Friday night the KA's entertain·
ed their dates at a casino party' \ glad to see that game is making a
come-back.
The Alpha Chi's and their dates
ate steak in the mountains Sunday,
There's nothing like a good steak
fry now that spring is finally coming to this fair state.
Oneil more the Phi Delts will
cavort at their half formal Friday
night., This dance is perhaps one of
the most hysterical here on camnus-it should be a big success.
Bruce Mackelduff and :Pete Seward were initiated Sunday, and the
boys at·e now sporting Crescents
and Stars. They were later honored
by the K Sigs at breakfast and a
tea party in the mountains.
Three Kappa Sigs were given national ·awards for "exemplary. accomplishments in their undergriiduatll years.'' Those honored we:te
J. D. Coggins, Ronnie Barnes, Don
Hudson, and Bany Barnes.

'
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Miss Jane JCIIlckhohn, University
instructor in English, is leaving today for a conference of the National Association of Foreign Student Advis.ers to be held in Df;lnver April 11-:14.
The conference, which is spon~Sored by, the Institute of Jnterna- ·
tiona! Education, will treat the various problem which 11rise with the
tea~hing of · foreign students in
American schools. ,
Miss Kluckhohn teaches one of
two English classes offered Okinawans. She will attl'lnd a panel discussion concerning the teaching· o;f
English composition.

r-------------TAYLORIZED
By George Taylor

Qne day' I sang a sweet refrain
• , , . As latched on to the gravy ·
t~a!n . . . I shuffled through the
dimng hall .•• To satisfy my stomach's call ; . . But once Inside I
beard a tale .•. That almost made
mY, belly quail ••. It seemed reconnoJssance foretold •.• That I would
nnd the meat as bold , •. As Man o'
War from which it came . , . I
thought they lied; the meat looked
tame •.. Yet when I reached out
to partake •.• Of this delight for
hunger's sake . , • My table neighbor yelled "Giddap!" ,..• And that
darned meat pranced on my lap .•.
Then galloped off at·ound the walL
•.. And out the door to someone's
stall ... Now there I stood with
bun in hand ••• Just gazing at my
cont1·aband . • . I called him back
but much too late , , , (He'd left
his harness on my plate!)
Well, men, the hour was somewhat late .•• When Jimmy staggered through the gate •.. The sky
was dim or rather dark ..• And on
the step sat Molly Stark ... Now
Molly was no ral'e creation •.• But
Jimmy gave this dissertation: .•.
"You are to me the straining bow
• . . That makes the arrow's distance so , .. You are the moonbeam's radiant glow . ; . My Gosh!
The gorgeous 'chick' I know!" . . .
Then all at once the gal got wige
, .• A.nd told bold Jimmy \vith surprise ..• That she thought he had
used_hil! head ..•. ln. short, here's
what young Molly said: • . . "I
smelled your breath; I hea1·d your
drawl , .. I'm glad you switched to
Hadacol!"
Look, prof, before you detonate
• • .. My gnde :point here is why
I'm late • . . Please listen to my
plaintive plea •• , About one man';;
catastrophe: .•• "Now thel·e we
were just standing there , .. Each
one afraid to take the dare . • . Or
· try and match the campus sprink·
ler . . . Until up spoke a noted
thinker ..• He was a trusted engineer ... Who swore to all that he
would steer . • . The entire flock
with his slide :tule -.•. To navigate
the gushing pool • . • Of water
streaming like a jet~" ••• (P.S.: I
got my slide rule wet!)
:Poets say man works from sun
to sun • • . While woman's getting
nothing done •.• Ask any male and
he'll reply: ••• "'the women talk
from sky to sky!"

Rewritten from lhe "-lbuquer<juo' Trlbt<M
Bll ;NANOl( GAsS

Speaker Sam Raylmrn repeated
to ref.orters that the Ul)ited States
is in 'terrible danger'' of total war,
and that :Russian concentl•ations
are building up "here, there, and
everywhere.'' When asked if his
:;;tatements last week about the situation were made in an effort. to
pass tlw draft-UMT bill, Rayburn
replieq, "Tl)at's a mighty low ·estimate to put on what I said. That
statement was meant in the best interest of the United States."
A preliminary h~ring for Jerry
Nu~um, 26, charged with the mur·
der o;f Ovida (Cricket) Coogler, has
been set for 2 p. m., April 18. A
bond ·of $10,000 was set for the
professional football player bY
Peace Justice Dan Price.

ChiO Awards Made
At Founder Dinner
Chi Omega 'cel!lbrated its Founders' day with a banquet Friday
night at the Fe:;o; club.
·
Awards were given to the follow·
ing girls: Mary Margaret Mitchell,
ring for active with the h\ghest
scholarship; Mary Ellen Smith,
ring for pledge with the highest
scholarship; Sue Iz:;o;ard, outstanding pledge; Patsy Morrow, sup for
the outstanding freshman; :Barbara Eager, cup for the outstanding
senior. Ser.vice ribbons for out·
standing sel·vice to the sorority
were given to C,olleen Martin, Jena·
bel Faw, Sue Izza1·d, Mary Ann
Hastings, and Joyce Cheetham.

VA Patients Entertained
By UNM Songsters Friday
Patients at the Veterans Hos.
pital were entertained by a group
of singers from Kappa Alpha Theta
and Phi Delta Theta Friday.
Besides group singing, Doug
Lawrence sang a solo; Jaque Quinn
sang some folk songs; Janet Stanton read, and the Phi Delts presented their stunt night program.

Official Statement on the Thunderbird
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Your Wedding & Party Problems
. Solved by •.••

~. &mptteSS S~r

SAE's Dance. -in House·
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's annual
Calypso dance was held last Saturday ,night at the new chapter house,
Bill Gentry, social chah-man, announced. Professor and Mrs. Melby
chaperoned the affair which lasted
:from 9 until midnight.

'
istrative clearance, rem.oved the entire edition over the protests of employees of the plant. The magazine was ·immediately dil;tributed.
This action constituted a breach of
faith and a violation of the confidence of the staff of the printing
plant, which has alwayll e;Ktended
the "fre13dom of the plant" to the
staffs of student publications.
We wish to reaffirm the principle
of freedom o:£ expression in student
publications. With editorial freedom, however, must be associated
full editorial responsibiUty after the
fact, There is a point beyond which ·
editorial license cannot be tolerated
when. the results are inimical to
the gene1·al welfare of the Univer;;ity: In recogn\tlon of, these principles and in tlle light of the facts
set forth above it is recommendeq:
1. That the publication of the
Thunderbird be suspended with this
issue.
-2. That the present members of
the Thunderbird staff be advised
that their services have been ter·
minated as o£ this date.
8. That the present members of
the Thunderbird staff be declared
ineligible for , the period of one
year to serve on the staff of any
student publication at the University of New Mexico, and
4. That publication of the Thunderbird be 1•econsidered in the fall
of 1951, at which time this and
other student publications will be
governed by a reconstituted publications board under the new student
constitution.
Sherman E. Smith
Howard V. Mathany
Lena C. Clauve
I concur.-Tom L. Popejoy.

· To: President Popejoy
From: Sherman :E. Smith, Lena C.
Clauve, Howard V. Mathany.
Subject: The Thunderbird
The March, 1951, issue of the
Thunderbird bore on its front co,vet:
a "quotation" attributed to Louisa
May Alcott ~s follows: ''Man will
never be free until the 'last king is
str11ngled with the entrails of the
last priest." While the editor of the
Thunderbird i1> said to hAVe printed
the "quotation" in a spirit of levity,
it is a matte1· of record that the
extreme1y POQr taste of the statement was ca'lled to his attention
well in advance of its publication.
I~ is our opinion th11 t the publica.
tton of the March Thunderbird
represents at ·best a complete dis,regard :for discretion and will re;
fiel!t adversely on the prestige and
standing of the University. ·
The Thunderbird has long been
an· occasional som;ce of embarrassment to many students and friends
of the University, Whatever its literary merits, it has frequently
fallen short of the common standards of.good taste. The quotation
on the cover of the March issue is'
clearly without purpose except to
shock. It haa no apparent relevance
to the contents of the magazine. It
gives unprovoked ofl'ense to count.
less people who will be unable to
aJlpreciate its kind of humor. It is
the culmination of a long series of
objectionable features of the maga:;o;ine.
Shortly before the current Thunderbil:d was issued, the Director of
Student Affairs, on learning of the
quotation on the cover, called the
manager of the University Printing
Plant and asked him to hold the
issue pending consultation with the
editors as to the advisability of its
release. Soon thereafter members
of the Thunderbird staff were advised by the manager that he had
been directed not to release the
issue. They then proceeded to the
printing plant and, without admin'-

Dial 5-1323

3424 E. Central

•

Stunning Costume Jewelry

The Pre-Med club meeting previously scheduled fol• tonight will
meet next Tuesday night.

Lingerie

1'•

You Are Invited
to forward any inquiries or correspondence
about

FRATERNITY JEWELRY
to

Jim Shackleford

*

*

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
1212 13th St., Boulder, Colo.

.Try Our •

Swift's
Ice Cream

• •

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

•
Richardson's

GROUND BEEF
SANDWICH

Root Beer

.ENCHILADAS
Let's Roost at Okie's Tonight

Chicken In a Basket

LT. CDR. CHARLES BRENDl.ER, U.S.N.

Conductor

Superburgers

•

BOB'S
3732 E. Central
7624 E. Central

Roy Newman in complete charge
of the kitchen
Restaurant annex open till 4 :00 A. M. in morning

Chili

Drive In

~

35-

Coffee~ Grounds

Kluckhohn Attends
Denver· tyieeting

AT
'

.!
!

APRIL 17
ICE ARENA
hndS:P. M.
Tickets ott Sale at

SASSER DRUG

t

DIXI£ GENUINE

PIT
BIIR·B·QUE
FilE~

lltLI\IeiW

{RtJ(/355
JOE VALDEZ

-

•

' • 1<>
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LETTERIP.
A Form of Bigotry
Dear Editor:
The Thunderbird incident has
touched upon a sore subject with
both faculty and students.
To what extent do tbe actions of
individual students affect the University, and what responsibility
does the individual student have to
the University?
There is no doubt that the actions of the "Thunderbird" staff
as individuals will affect the University adversely, and that the
staff was irresponsible to the students and the University.
I seriously wonder, though,
whether the action of the administration in suspending publication
of the magazine did any more than
make the subject a little sorer.
Since it is now several days sit:ce
the incident, perhaps an alternative solution can be proposed.
The quotation was in· very bad
taste because it was misquoted; it
was badly timed (just before Religious Emphasis Week) ; it. displayed a form of bigotry repulsive
to a school proud of its record of
tolerance. Certainly the administration was justified in firing the
persons responsible.
The action of the administration
in suspending publication I consider hasty and ill-advised because
(1) Students have paid for the
Spring issue and should receive it;
(2) Disciplinary action against the
guilty parties should not penalize
the entire student body; (3) Since
the offending issue has been distributed, suppression is• not only
tardy but impractical; and (4) The
Thunderbird, regardless of its
faults, does serve a legitimate purpose on the campus.
I would suggest that (1) a new
editorial staff be chosen from qualified persons and not implicated in
the incident; (2) Advance proofs
of the Spring issue be checked before publication by the administration to prevent a recurrence of tha
offense.
May I add that I write this letter after reading about the incident
in the paper's and talking to lntet·ested parties, so that this letter is
obsolete if further action has already been tal~en;
Bill Jones

Geology 'Club to Meet
The UNM Geology club will meet
Friday at 7:30 p. m, in room 203
of the Administration building.

Puf.feringo Around • • •

·

Goldwater Tokes Holter As 250 Watch

etc,, but restraining publication for
Bob Goldwater, Phoenix, Ariz., 74 fm• the par 71 course. Halter,
such reasons is not held legal by the putted his way to his third South- UNM n~Jmber two golfer, won the
cou1·ts. Any group, religious or oth- western golf tourney title today, fifth, sixth and seventh holes to
erwise, which would be provoked defeating Paul Halter, UNM linlts- take an early three-up lead. Howby the q1.1otation attributed to Miss man, three and two in the 36-hole ever, Goldwater won the eighth and
Alcott has no more ;right to protec- finals.
birdied the ninth to launch his cometion from unfavorable criticism
Using his puttet· as a magic bac!t.
than has any other public institu- wand, Goldwater holed six putts of
Although Halter matched his
tion.
. 15 feet or more and several times rival stroke for stroke from tee to
A University is supposedly a used the putter to good advantage green the charmed putting of the
training ground £or leaders of gov- ;from lies 20 to 30 feet from the Arizonan proved too much to overcome and the match ended on the
ernment and industry and should set green, He cupped one 45-footer.
16th hole with Goldwater tnrkle
Goldwater
carded
72
fol'
the
an exlilmple as such. The manner in
which this minor actidn was accom- morning round 'and Halter got a holes up ·with but two left to play.
A gallery of 250 witnessed the
plished should cause-. students of
finals. A total of 181 golfers enlaw and journalism to regard it
tered the tourney, the large'st in
with shame, and if this is the only
the Southwestern's 34-year h,istory.
lever by which the University can
Halter and the 1·est of the UNM
oust an erting editorial staff for
team will return to Albuquerque
past actions, then New Mexico
for a collegiate match with· the
should look more closely ~o its apHardin-Simmons Cpwboys Wednespointment of University officials as
Entry blanks are available for· day. The Lobos won their last meet
exemplary leaders.
to the Southwestern by shutEnds never justify means in any the Intramural Rifle Match. To take prior
ting
out
the Cowboys of Wyeming.
part
in
the
match
entry
blanks
must
but the. most despotiejorms of government. This suppressive measure, be in the Intramural office no later
April 16. The match is s~hed
as well as the subsequent suspen- than
uled for April 19 and 20 at 7 p. m.
sion, is ethically illegal, unconstitu- at
the University rifle range.
tional, and autocratic; an action
A team will consist of four memfully as dictatorial as the armed
bers plus one alternate. They will
suppression of La Prensa.
The league championship in inshoot 10 shots from each of two
My comment refers only to the positions, prone and kneeling. AU tramural volleyball was played. off
question of legal ethics with re- information on shooting positions Friday night in two games. The
gards to the press as applied to is attached to the' entry forms.
winners of these games, Sigma Chi
The Thunderbird by the University
Practiee sessions will be avail- and the ,Jet·boans, are now chamof New Mexico and not to morals, able on the rifle range April 11, pions in their respective leagues,
political or "religious beliefs, or from "one to five p. m., and April 14 with Kappa Sigma and the Faculty
wounded dogmas, so again I wish from one to iou. p. m.
following.
to agree that many beneficia~
Sigma Chi continued to show
Match guns, ammunition and tarchanges should be made in The gets will be furnished by the In- their fine brand of ball as they beat
Thunderbird, ·but eertainly not by tramural department. Match rifles · Kappa Sigma 15-4 and 11-0. Harmethods or reasons such as were will be model 75 Winchesters. Con- lan Grosshans was the big spiker
used.
testants ;must furnish their own for the Sigs.
The Jerboans just managed to
James R. Bardin rifles for all practice sessions.

Entry Deadline Is Set
For IM Rifle TQUrney

Jerboans, Sig Chi
Leading Spikers

Rather Drink Beer
Dear Editor:
Attention Mr. Edward Abbey:
After reading the March, 1951,
issue of the Thunderbird we came
upon the iast iine which ironically
read, "Pleasant reading for every
member of the i amily.'' If this last
line be the motto of your publication you are missing the whole
point; if not, you are trying to be
facetious. In either case you are
misallpropriating the money which
the students pay for something that
is purported to be entertaining.
We, the undersigned, would
rather spend the money for beer
than hereafter contribute to the
aforementioned publication.
, (Signed) Jesse G. Cervantes,
Bevins Clark, W. B. Holden, Ralph
J. Gutierrez.. George Hoeft, J. W.
Daily, F. Aldrich, William A. Altmiller, Vernice Bennett.

The Law Is •••
Dear Editor:
As a student of the University of
New Mexico and as an adult voting
property owner of the State of New
Mexico, I would like to comme1.1t
on the action taken by University
of New Mexico officials toward suppression of the quarterly magazine,
The Thunderbird.
First, and as a clarifying point,
I wish to state that I am not in
general agreement with the editorial policy of The Thunderbird staff
with regards to their choice of material, and this letter is not to be
construed as an endorsement of
publication of what I have regarded
in the past as literary trash. My
comment is directed solely to the
ethics involved in the suppressive
measures as applied by the University on April 7, 1951.
Argentina's recent in~ident with
La Prensa, the Alien and Sedition
acts of 1798,·and the 1929 Lateran
Treaty between the Vatican and the
Italian government all show similarities to the actions of the University of New Mexico against publication of The Thunderbird.
This University, which offers an
unusually complete department of
journalism whosll policy is to in•
still into student!l"tlie basic precepts
of freedom of the press, has flagrantly attempted to violate these
ve:ry freedoms within its own walls.
I refer to an executive order the
intent of which was to prevent publication, which includes dissemination, of The Thunderbird. Political,
press, and religious freedoms. as
guaranteed by the Constitution are
such that any criticism may be published and distributed. The publisher may be held responsible for inciting a breach of the peace, libel,

Tuesday~

AprU 10, 1951
Pqge Four

LOBO

beat out the Faculty for fi),'st place,
They won th'e first game 15-12, but
the Faculty won the ~econd game
15-11, The younger Jerboans were
in better shape for the third game
,and they won it 15-10.
All-U Championship play-offs
will start Wednesday and end Friday. Wednesday at 5 p. m. Sigmi!Chi will play the Facuity, and the
,Jerboans will play Kappa Sigma.
The winners pf these games, will
· play for the All-U Championship
on Fridll-Y at· 7:30 p. m.,, and the
losers will then play for third and
fon1•th places.
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Fleck Reveals Names.
Of New Cheerleaders
Picked by Yell .Staff
Names of seven cheerleaders to
lead next year's shouting at UNM
athletic contests were released today by Prof. Martin Fleck, chairman of the Athletic council.
,Ron Norman, Phil Bowhay, Tom
Burns, JoAnn McNay,_Audrey Hopson, Helen Cox, and June Stratton
will be the 1951-52 yell leaders.
The seven were elected by present cheerleaders after tryouts at
the Mar, 30 Cherry-Silver intrasquad football game. They were approved by the Athletic council yesterday.
Two of next year's shouters, Norman and Miss McNay, were also
cheerleaders this year. They did not
participate in selecting the new
crew. •
A head cheerleader will be elected later by the new cheerers.

....

Fine tobacco-and only fine tobacco-can
give you the perfect mildness and rich taste
that make a cigarette completely enjoyable.
And Lucky Strike means fine tobasco. So if
you're not happy With your present brand
(and a 38-city survey shows that millions are
not), switch to Luckies. You'II find that
Luckies taste better than any other ciJjarette. Be Happy-Go Lucky today!

The deadline for applications for
the $50 Faculty Women's club scholarship has been extended to Saturday.
Dr. C. V. Wicker, chairman of
the Prizes and Awards committee,.
said the deadline has been extended because there luive been insufficient applications.
The scholarship will go to a junior
or senior woman on the basis of
scholalship and financial need.
The deadline for two $250 scholarships for pre-medical students
has also been extended. Dr. Wicker set the date for applications for
the Clarence Milton Botts and the
Thomas M. Wilkerson memorial
scholarships at April 17.
Two or three recommendations
from professors are required. Pre- - medical-stUdentswho will be JUntors
or seniors next year, who are outstanding in scholarship, and who
give promise of being good medical
students can apply.
Application and recommendation
blanks are available at the Personnel office. Applications can be
sent to Dr. Wicker at Hodgin 24
or UNM Box 36.

Commander Howard J. Greene,
executive officer of tlie Naval ROTC
unit at UNM, will speak at a meeting of the Albuquerque Reserve Air
Officer's association tonight at 7:30
at the Kirtland Base theater No. 2.
His topic will be "Submarines in
-the Naval Service.''
A graduate of the United States
Naval Academy, Greene has served
on various submarines. Before coming to UNM last fall, he was sta-tioned at New LOndon, Conn., as
eommanding officer of the submarine USS Finback.

1

L.S.{M;F.T.- LuGky Strike

I

By Don Bennett
. The University's Campus Conff!rence on Religion is well on
Its way to becoming a successful undertaking, according to the
11 religious leaders.
, . Harold Kuebler, one of the speakers brought to the UniverSI~y, said that the religious organizations on the campus have

•
Paper Doll Candidate Shirley Fay, journalism major is
all wrapped in newspapers. She was chosen by Lambda Chi
Alpha to represent Hokona-Marron hall and Dorm D in
_t_ful contest for _Paper dolLfor the third_annual Newsprint
ball. The Newsprint ball, co-sponsored annually by the
Press club and Sigma Delta Chi, will be Saturday at the
Knights of Columbus hall. Miss Fay is society editor of the
Daily Lobo.
•

8
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President ' Truman early · this
morning relieved General of the
Armies Douglas A. MacArthur
from all command in the Far Eastem area.
President Truman commented
that MacArthur was unable to give
his whole-hearted support to the
Govern~ent of the United States
and to the United Nations.
He will be replaced by Lt. General Matthew Ridgeway, present
commander of the eighth army in
Korea. General Ridgeway is to be
replaced by Lt. General Van Fleet,
who led United Nations forces in
Greece two years ago.

The Big Chance •••

Means Fine. TobaCGO

Faculty Auction to Be WSSF Feature
The World Student Service Fund Daily Lobo and put out an issue of
committee will begin its campus- the paper.
wide fund drive for foreign stuSacl'ifice meals will be held next
dents and universities Fridat1 week. Daphne Jelinek, chairman,
Shirley Fay,. acting chairman, an- says she hopes that all of the ho1.1ses
nounced today.
which serve meals as well as the
The fund drive "by students' for dining halls can and will cooperate
iltudents" will begin with the open- as they have in previous years.
ing of a booth in the SUB to accept
A sacrifice meal entails the cutpersonal contributions from stu- ting out of such unnecessary items
dents. The booth will be handled by as desserts and milk for one meal.
Spurs.
The savings going to the fund.
A faculty auction will be held _ Orga11izations in the past have
froni 7 to 9 p. m. Friday in the SUB ' cut out entire meals and the memballroom. Alpha Phi Omega, di- b!!rs ate out. The expense of the
Tected by Jimmy Thompson, will entire meal then went to the fund
nandle the auction in which faculty drive.
members will be sold to the highest
Nancy Gass is in charge of facbidding organization.
ulty conti•ibutions which can be
Faculty members who have then made any day• of the drive in the
been purchased can be required by Associated students office or the
their buyers to do particular tasks. chapel office in the SUB.
In the past teachers have been
Town students; to be contacted
:asked to polish all of the shoes in by Bob Wells, can make their con- •
an organization. Another served an tributions at the booth in the SUB.
-entire meal to the house. Last year The booth Will be open from 9:30
Everton Conger of the journalism to 10:30 a. 111. and from 12 noon to
department was p_urchased by the 1 p.m. from Apr. 13 to 21.
0

'

started to ''pitch in" and make the
conference 1·each all of the students
at the University.
"These fellows (the spealters)
have begun to get the feeling that
everyone is behind us and really
trying to help us make this the biggest religious conference that the
University has ever had," Kuebler
said.
Each morning the speakers and
By Jbn Pinkertoll
members of the faculty and stuUWM students may purchase dents have met in the Men's dorm
tickets for the U.s. Navy band per- to discuss the events for that day.
formances in Albuquerque at re- This morning, according to one of
duced rates, Dr. Roy A. Bowers, the faculty memb!lrs, the room was•
dean of the College of Pharmacy, overflowing, and it appeared that
announced today.
the meeting would have to go into
The nationally famous band from a larger room.
What at first started to be a seWashington, D. C., now on its annual tour approved by President ries of small events sponsored by
Truman, will give two perfot·manc- the various religious organizations
es in Albuquerque on April 17 at on the campus, has turned out to be
the Ice arena. The band will play one large concentration of workers
at 2 and 5 p. m.
and students on the theme: ReStudent tickets are on sale at ·ligion: Your Major or Minor?
the College of Pharmacy and music
Kuebler said that, surprisingly
enough, the "bull sessions" in the
department offices for $1.
Plans are being made for UNM's organized houses have tended to be
Naval ROTC unit to sing with the the real religious conference. AIband, Bowers said.
though the seminars and classroom
The local appearance of the u. s. discussions have been well attendNavy band is being sponsored by ed, he said that the reaf attendance
the Sandia Kiwanis club1 of which and that the better work of the
Dean Bowers is immeaiate past leaders have been in the sessions
president. Bowers said the club is in the fraternities and sororities.
presenting the band as its cultural
Mrs: Wilson, wife of the USCF
contribution to the community and executive secretary, said that the
--fo1• the benefit of-its under•priYi~ BtudentR ~e<l!lm" more an<l more inleg_ed children work.
terested m the conference when
Dean Bowers and Howard V. Ma- they found t~at it was being conthany, dean of men, are both on ducted on a htgher !~vel than most
SKC's board of directors and execu- of them had thought tt would be.
tive committee.
"We are not trying to operate on
an emotional basis," she added,
but we are trying to conduct everything on an intellectual basis of
good clear thinking.''
Among the events sponsored for
today will be the regular meeting
Rose Mondragon, Santa Fe freshthe religious seminars in the
man, was awarded a gold cup Mon- 'Of
SUB
the United Worship
day night by Phrateres for being at 5 :25rooms,
p.
m.
in
the SUB ballroom,
the best all-around pledge.
and
the
meeting
of the Philosophy
It is the bi-annual custom of club in the south lounge
the SUB
Phrateres to present a gold cup in- with Dr. John von Rohr, of
Dean
Paul
scribed with the names of those who Roberts, and Kuebler in a panel
have received it before and the discussion.
name of the new recipient.
has invited all students
Lorraine Corbin, last semester's onKuebler
the
campus
to attend and take
holder, presented the cup to Miss part in the discussion.
Mondragon.

Students May Hear
Navy Band April17
At Reduced Rates -

Awards Totaling
$550 Are Available

Middies Executive
To Speak Tonight

WCKIES TASTE BETrER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARENE !

Religious Week
Finds U .Support

'

FOR ONE OF AMERICA'S
OLDEST AND LARGEST ,
FINANCIAL CONCERNS
SALARIED
REPRESENTATIVE
MUST BE INTERESTED IN A
CAREER RATHER THAN JUST
AN 0 THE R JOB. PREVIOUS
SALES EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY. HOWEVER, EITHER
A BACKGROUND OF SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE IN DEALING
WITH PEOPLE OR A SOUND
REGOJ!,D IN THE· BUSINESS
WORLD IS ESSENTIAL. NO
TRAVELING REQUIRED BUT
CAR NECESSARY. WRITE'
BRIEFLY GIVING THE FACTS
ABOUT YOURSELF. REPLIES
WILL BE HELD IN CONFIDENCE. 4010 East Central, Albuquerque.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 1951

-Newman Club to Hear Phrateres Give Cup
.
,
. ToRose Mondragon
Multan BIShOp S Talk
Francis Cialio, Bishop of Multan, Pakistan, will speak at the regular Newman club meeting at 7:30
tonight at Aquinas hall on the relationship between the Christian
and Islamic religions.
Bishop Cialio's appearance at
Aquinas hall will climax the Catholic participation in the Campus
Conference on Religion.
Cialio was consecrated first
Bishop of Multan in 1939 by Pope
Pius XII. Bishop Cialio has served
in the missions of India since 1931.
Bishop Cialio was born in Avellino, Italy, and studied at the Angelicum International Dominican
college in Rome. He was pt·ofessor
of philosophy at the Lateran college, the official seminary for the
diocese of Rome.
His Excellency is the guest of the
Sisters of Charity at St. J'oseph's
hospital in Albuquerque. He will
continue his visit through the southern part of the United States during the next two weeks.
.

Writers to Hear Pearce

Phi Sigma to Pick Heads

Dr. T. M. Pearce, head of the
English department, will speak tonight at a meeting of the Albuquerque branch of American Penwomen.
His topic will be "American Folklore Heroes.''

The UNM chapter of Phi Sigma,
national honorary biological society, will elect new officers at a
special meeting tomorrow, 7:30 p.
m., in Parsons hall. All members
are urged to attend.
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UNM Man Will Get
A $200 Scholarship
A $200 scholarship is available
to University men students:
The Laura MacArthur scholarship, established by Mrs. George
W. Savage as a memorial to her
mother, will go to a male ~tudent
who is a resident of New Mexico.
Dr. C. V. Wicker, chairman of
the Prizes and Awards committee,
said that applicants Med not have
high scholarship; the award will
go to the student who is most de·
serving.
Deadline for' applications is Apr.
24. Application and recommendation lilanks are available at the
Personnel office.
Completed applications can be
sent to Dr. Wicker, Hodgin 24 or
UNM Box 36, Recommendations
will help, Dr. Wicker added.
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and
oung,
of the International House Association will spea~ today on Ethics-Personal and Social, in the north lounge· of the SUB at 4 p. m.
Students are invited to take part in the discussion.
.
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